Course Descriptions
Fall 2021

 BIB 347 Leviticus Reconsidered: The Reality of the Holy and the Choreography
of the Sacred
Dr. Job Jindo
Many find the book of Leviticus too difficult to understand. Its cultic concerns seem
obsolete and boring, and its rules of sacrifices and ritual purity appear to have no
relevance to the social, existential, and normative issues of our time. And yet, we live
in the “Golden Age of Parashat Hashavua (Weekly Torah portion),” and Jewish
clergies are expected to know how to draw insight from this seemingly outmoded and
arcane book. This course is a close critical reading of Leviticus, revolving around the
contemporary relevance of this text. By the conclusion of this course, the student will
learn: (1) the structure, purposes, and theological outlook of Leviticus; (2) the
theology of holiness and the idea of biblical ecology as reflected in Leviticus; and (3)
how to teach the book of Leviticus to the contemporaries with AJR values (i.e.,
critical rigor, inclusivity, commitment to the pluralistic, contemporary Jewish and
broader communities). Prerequisite: Introduction to Bible. This course will count as a
Bible elective or as fulfilling the Parashat Hashavua requirement.
(2 credits)

Required Texts
o Jewish Study Bible [2nd edition]. ISBN: 9780190263898. $58.99
o Leviticus: A Book of Ritual and Ethics. ISBN: 9780800695149. $35.00
o Leviticus: JPS Torah Commentary. ISBN: 9780827603288. $39.88
Recommended Readings
o The Hebrew Bible: A Translation with Commentary. ISBN: 9780393292497. $89.99
o The Commentators’ Bible: The Rubin JPS Miqra'ot Gedolot: Leviticus.
ISBN: 9780827608979. $64.03
o Leviticus as Literature. ISBN: 9780199244195. $38.85
o Laws in the Bible and in Early Rabbinic Collections: The Legal Legacy of the Ancient Near
East. ISBN: 9781725246119. $29.29
o Temples and Temple-Service in Ancient Israel: An Inquiry into Biblical Cult Phenomena and
the Historical Setting of the Priestly School. ISBN: 9781575061856. $49.95

o The Heart of Torah: Essays on the Weekly Torah Portion. [2 vols.]
ISBN: 9780827612716, 9780827613003. $20.33 + $18.80
o The Women’s Bible Commentary. ISBN: 9780281072590. $54.51
o Leviticus: The Book of Holiness. ISBN: 9781592640225. $21.47
 BIB 461 B’tzelem Elohim: Biblical Text Through the Lens of Disability Studies
Dr. Ora Horn Prouser
Hafokh bah v’hafokh bah d’khulei bah. Turn it over and over for everything is in it (Pirke
Avot). Each time we view the Bible through a new lens, we add to our understanding of
the text, we learn more about ourselves, and we widen the impact of the Bible on the
Jewish community. Using close readings, we will approach the biblical text through
Disability Studies. We will see how viewing certain biblical personalities through this lens
provides access to new dimensions of their characters and the texts in which we
encounter them. We will then consider the character of God in the Bible and how God
too can be more deeply appreciated through the perspective of Disability Studies. Our
exploration of this topic will be placed in the broader context of issues of disability and
inclusion. This analysis challenges us to broaden our understanding of the concept of
b’tzelem Elohim and will help us, in the critical work of more fully appreciating the image
of God in those with physical, emotional, and intellectual challenges. This course will
count as a Bible elective or as a General Elective.
 BIB 520 The Psalms that Clergy Use - Their Meaning and Their Power
Rabbi Jeffrey Segelman
Psalms are important element in the toolbox of the clergy. They are part of our liturgy,
our life cycle rituals, and they often set the tone for moments of commemoration and
introspection. In this class, we will take an in-depth look at many of the psalms that
regularly find their way into our work and our prayers. Our goal will be not only to learn
how to use them more effectively, but also how we may use them to further our
professional and personal spiritual growth. Prerequisite: Introduction to Bible. This
course will count as a Bible elective.
(2 credits)

Recommended Readings
o A New Psalm. ISBN: 9789652296184. $44.02
o The Book of Psalms: A Translation with Commentary. ISBN: 9780393337044. $14.69
o The Writings: The Book of Psalms. ISBN: 9780899066738. $31.99
 CAN 230 Musical Skills III
Stanley Dorn
At AJR, Music Skills III is the culminating course in an intensive three semester program
designed to establish in Cantors the rudiments they will need to teach to and perform
with their congregations. In this semester we will concentrate on sight singing modal and
tonal melodies, writing melodies for use in the service, harmonizing these and other

melodies for accompaniment by instrumental ensemble and/or choir, and conducting
such an ensemble.
(2 credits)

 CAN 387 Peace Studies and the Clergy’s Voice
Rabbi/Cantor Neil Blumofe
This course brings another dimension to the Peace Studies curriculum at AJR. This
course focuses on the active use of the speaking, chanting, and singing voice each
member of the clergy has to offer. The place of music in conflict resolution, for
which a rich body of material exists, will be examined along with experiences and
techniques for enriching the task of making peace in the many varied situations all
clergy members find themselves working in. This course is part of the Peace Studies
requirement for cantorial students and an elective for rabbinical students.
(2 credits)
Required Texts
o Humanities Perspective in Peace Education: Re-Engaging the Heart of Peace Studies. ISBN:
9781648025709. $45.99
o Peace and Conflict Studies: A Reader. ISBN: 9780415591294. $64.95
o Music and Conflict Transformation: Harmonies and Dissonances in Geopolitics. ISBN:
9781780764252. $29.56
Recommended Readings
The Moral Imagination: The Art and Soul of Building Peace (Reprint Edition). ISBN:
9780199747580. $28.95
 CAN 430 Nusah: Shalosh Regalim
Cantors Sol Zim and Lisa Klinger-Kantor
This course provides an in-depth and extensive study of the vast components of the
unique Regalim motifs, various nushaot, and prayer modes. Students will develop a deep
understanding of the different Misinai motifs that make up the Shalosh Regalim services.
Special emphasis will be placed on the S’firat Ha’omer, Hakafot, Hallel, Na’anu’im (shaking
of Lulav and Etrog), Tal, Geshem, Shaharit Amidah, Hoshanot, Ata Horeita Lada’at and Musaf
Amidah. Students will learn to master and lead the entire Shalosh Regalim service using
both traditional nusah and participatory melodies.
(4 credits)

Required Texts
o Sim Shalom For Shabbat & Festivals (1985 Edition). ISBN: 9780916219017. $29.69
o Sim Shalom For Shabbat & Festivals (1998 Edition). ISBN: 9780916219130. $38.99
o Siddur Lev Shalem. ISBN: 978-0916219642. $69.99
 HAL Critical Issues in Halakhah and Science
Dr. Matt Goldstone and Rabbi Jill Hackell, M.D.

In Fall 2021 this course will focus on the intersection of halakha and genetics. We will
explore the nature of, and halakhic attitudes towards, GMOs (Genetically Modified
Organisms), cloned and cultured meat, gene therapy, and the relationship between genes
and Jewish identity. Grounded in a close reading of Hebrew primary sources together
with English language responsa, this course will provide basic scientific and halakhic
knowledge about key issues in the 21st century intersection of science and Jewish law.
Prerequisite: Hebrew 1B (HEB 251)
(2 credits)
 HAL 460 Intermediate Codes
Rabbi David Almog
This course will focus on Joseph Karo’s Shulhan Arukh, the canonical early modern
code of Jewish law, which continues to inform contemporary practice for many Jews.
Together, we will study classic laws related to the observances of Shabbat and
Holidays. Additionally, our exploration will be enriched by readings and discussions
reflecting upon the ways these traditional forms of observance might continue to
inspire our diverse Jewish communities as sources or normative practice, spiritual
nourishment and ethical reflection. Prerequisite: two trimesters of Introduction to
Codes.
(2 credits)
 HEB 250 Hebrew IA
Ilana Davidov
Using the second volume of Hebrew from Scratch (‘)עברית מן ההתחלה ב, students will
read and listen to texts of different genres – informative, literary and narrative – and
different historical registers. A vocabulary of about 500 additional words will be
presented and practiced; special attention will be given to dictionary look-up skills.
Grammatical topics include nominal and possessive sentences in the future, relative
and conditional clauses, the future tense of Pa’al, and declensions of various
prepositions. Prerequisite: Completion of the Mechina program or by examination.
(4 credits)
Required Text
Hebrew from Scratch, Vol. II. ISBN: 9780840008497. $44.75
Recommended Reading
Multi-Dictionary: A Bilingual Learners Dictionary. ISBN: 9789653900202. $31.99
 HEB 351 Hebrew IIB
Ilana Davidov
In the beginning of this course students will complete the last four lessons of the
second volume of Hebrew from Scratch (')עברית מן ההתחלה ב. It will include an
intensive review of the verb system in the active  בנייניםand their gerunds, and a
brief introduction to the passive פועל(בניינים, (הופעל, real and unreal condition,
comparative and superlative sentences. Depending on the class progress, student

may work towards the end of the trimester with a more advanced material.
Prerequisite: Hebrew IIA or the equivalent.
(4 credits)
Required Text
Hebrew from Scratch, Vol. II. ISBN: 084000849X 978-0840008497. $44.75
Recommended Reading
Multi-Dictionary: A Bilingual Learners Dictionary. ISBN: 965390020X 9789653900202.
$31.99
 HIS 355 Between Kodesh and Hol – Religion and Secularism in Israeli Life
Dr. Yakir Englander
This course will examine the relationship between religion and secularism in Israeli
everyday life and art, while emphasizing the dialogue between them and the classical
sources on which they are based. In the first part of the course, we will examine the
pairs of concepts Secularism-Religion; Holy-Profane through the works of Israeli
immigrants from North Africa and the Middle East. Among others, we will listen to
the liturgical poets - Rabbi David Buzaglo, Dudu Tessa, and the Kuwait brothers and
will read from Sami Michael, Ronit Matalon, and Almog Behar.

In the second part of the course, we will examine the struggle between the sacred and
the profane and the “killing” of the Exiled Jewish God in the Zionist-European
worldview. From the struggle between Ahad Ha'am and Brenner on the essence of
Judaism to Bialik's enterprise of the Talmud and Hebrew poetry. In addition, we will
study the concepts of the Zionist body and power in the writings of A.D. Gordon,
Rabbi Kook and Jabotinsky and in the political-theological doctrine of Ben-Gurion.
In the third part of the course, we will move through different themes of life in Israel.
We will examine the rulings of the Rabbinical Court regarding divorce and its
cinematic expression of Ronit and Shlomi Alkabetz; The place of prayer and the
Divine in daily life in the poetry of Rachel, Leah Goldberg, Zelda and Yona Wallach.
We will discuss changes in the sanctity of the army in the Israeli concept of
bereavement and the struggle of military post-trauma through Yehuda Amichai, the
singing of Ahuva Ozeri and the cinema of Amos Gitai. We will discuss the sacredness
of the land in the debate between Naomi Shemer and Amos Oz and we will end the
course with the place of Israeli spirituality in the singing of Amir Benyon, the Banai
family, Shlomo Bar, Eliaz Cohen, Ofer Levy, and in the choreography of Ohad
Naharin.
The course does not require prior knowledge of Israeli art or the Hebrew language.
However, students will be required to watch Israeli cinema, intensely listen to music
and read Israeli poets and authors throughout the course. This course covers the

Israeli History and Culture requirement.
(2 credits)
Required Text
The Wondering Jew: Israel and the Search for Jewish Identity. ISBN: 9780300252248. $14.79
 LIT 101 Introduction to Liturgy
Rabbi Rob Scheinberg
What are the words associated with Jewish prayer, and how and why have they
changed over time? In this course we will closely examine the Jewish liturgy for
weekdays, addressing the structure, history, and theological implications of texts of
the Siddur including the Shema, Amidah, Torah service, Kaddish, Berakhot
associated with food, and more. We will also explore questions of prayer’s personal
meaning and spiritual significance in contemporary Jewish life, as well as the role of a
religious leader in thoughtfully designing worship experiences. Prerequisite: Students
in this course must be at the level of Hebrew IA or above.
(2 credits)

Recommended Readings
o Koren-Sacks Siddur. ISBN: 9789653013100. $18.95
o Entering Jewish Prayer. ISBN: 9780805210224. $16.95
MEC 133 Mechina
Michal Nachmany
This course is a continuation of Mechina Hebrew (MEC 120) taught in the summer.
It will cover the early parts of Hebrew From Scratch Part I.
(No credit)
Required Texts
Hebrew from Scratch. 9789653501126. $39.00
Mi Po le Sham: Part I: A Companion Workbook for “Hebrew from Scratch.” ISBN:
9789653501515. $31.00
Hapoel for Hebrew Learners. (no ISBN). $35.00
 MEC 135 Mechina
Yafit Avner
This course is a continuation of Mechina Hebrew (MEC 133) taught in the summer. It
will cover lessons 19-28 of Hebrew From Scratch Part I, finishing the book. Students will
continue to learn more advanced grammatical patterns, past tense verbs, new vocabulary
and will improve their writing, reading, and conversational skills.
(No credit)
Required Text
Hebrew from Scratch, Part I w/CD. ISBN: 9789652297730. $68.00

 PHI 311 Medieval Philosophy
Dr. Len Levin
The classics of medieval Jewish philosophy will be considered as efforts in the ongoing
project to articulate a coherent Jewish world-outlook. How did they seek to integrate the
value-orientation of the Bible with the best (Greek) “science” of their age? How might
their attempts at integration serve as models for us? Texts to be studied will include:
Bible, Plato, Aristotle, Philo, Saadia, Halevi, and Maimonides (with intensive attention
devoted to the Guide for the Perplexed).
(2 credits)
Required Texts
o 3 Jewish Philosophers: Philo, Saadia, Halevi. ISBN: 9781592641475. $14.95.
o Guide for the Perplexed. ISBN: 9780760757574. $8.79.
Recommended Reading
o The Classic Jewish Philosophers. ISBN: 9789004186187. $92.18
o A History of Jewish Philosophy in the Middle Ages. ISBN: 9780521397278. $66.99
o Philosophies of Judaism. ISBN: 978-0805204025. Out of print, used prices range from
about $5–$20
o History of Jewish Philosophy. ISBN: 978-0415324694. $111.00
 PHI 340 Bioethics
Rabbi Jill Hackell, M.D.
Technological advancements in medicine have brought with them bioethical issues of
increasing complexity. This course will examine issues pertinent to today’s bioethical
dialogue from a Jewish point of view, including issues such as organ donation, end-oflife, assisted reproduction, genetic screening and gene therapy, disease prevention,
physician-assisted death, and the many issues raised by COVID. How does the Jewish
way of looking at these issues compare and contrast with the general societal
discussion? What are the governing principles of bioethical argument in each of these,
across the spectrum of Jewish thought? How are ancient Jewish sources reconciled with
modern technology in guiding thinking about these issues? This course will meet
November 9 – December 21.
(1 credit)
 PHI 370 Judaism and the Earth
Rabbi Jill Hammer
This course is a survey of Jewish texts, practices, rituals, and concepts related to
environmentalism and the ecology. We will encounter the wide variety of ways Jews have
thought and are thinking about their responsibility for the earth, and consider the
implications for our own life choices, leadership choices, and community values. There
will be an opportunity to design practical projects for addressing the environment within
Jewish contexts. This course will count as a spirituality course or as an elective.
(2 credits)

Required Texts
o Ecology and the Jewish Spirit: Where Nature and the Sacred Meet. ISBN: 9781580230827.
$14.71
o Summertime: Reflections on a Vanishing Future. ISBN: 9781760899035. $23.68
 PRO 015 Ritual Skills Workshop
Rabbi/Cantor Sam Levine
This workshop will provide an opportunity for students to work on individual ritual skills
requirements. The topics covered will be determined when there is clarity as to the
participants of the class and their needs.
(No credit)
 PRO 215 Counseling I
Cantor Michael Kasper
This course is an introduction to the practice of pastoral counseling, offering the
philosophical / religious /psychological underpinnings as well as developing actual
practical skills. Emphasis is on acquiring the ability to actively listen and assess situations,
and then respond appropriately, knowing when to offer various kinds of help, and when
to recommend appropriate referrals. Specific issues in this course involve counseling for
life cycle events, pre-marital meetings, helping people cope with illness, losses and
grief/bereavement, as well as crisis situations and the stresses of life. We explore ways to
use Jewish texts, song, prayer and ritual for healing. Classes often have an experiential
component.
(2 credits)
Required Texts
o Jewish Pastoral Care – A Practical Handbook, 2nd edition. ISBN: 9781580234276. $24.99
o The Good Listener. ISBN: 9780877939436. $10.95
o Kitchen Table Wisdom: Stories that Heal. ISBN: 9781594482090. $9.49
Recommended Reading
o Jewish Relational Care A-Z. ISBN: 9780789027061. $62.95
o The Art of Jewish Pastoral Counseling. ISBN: 9781138690233. $44.95
o Truth & Lovingkindness: Sources on Spiritual Care in the Midrash and in Modern Jewish
Thought.
o ISBN: 9789657105801. $10.86
o To Begin Again: The Journey Toward Comfort, Strength, Faith in Difficult Times. ISBN:
9780345413833. $18.00
o The Seven Principles for Making Marriage Work. ISBN: 9780553447712. $7.13.
o Emotional Resilience. ISBN: 9780517702406. $7.70
 PRO 355 Conversion
Rabbi Heidi Hoover
What prompts someone to convert to Judaism? How do they go about doing it? How
do the different movements approach conversion? How has conversion changed

throughout history? Who gets to decide “Who is Jewish?” and what are the
implications? How are Judaism and the Jewish community changing in the 21st
century? And what is the role of the rabbi in preparing someone for conversion?
These are some of the questions we will explore in our course on conversion,
exploring the historical, theological, sociological and practical elements of conversion
to Judaism. This course will meet October 4 – November 8.
(1 credit)
Recommended Texts
o Conversion to Judaism: A Guidebook. ISBN: 9781568211282. $40.01
o Choosing a Jewish Life: A Handbook for People Converting to Judaism and for Their Family and
Friends.
ISBN: 9780805210958. $13.56
o A Concise Code of Jewish Law for Converts. ISBN: 9789655242492. $24.95
 PRO 490 Difficult Conversations
Dr. Hariette Wimms
This course will provide students with a neurobiological and social-emotional
understanding of how to negotiate difficult conversations. Students will explore what can
make social interactions uncomfortable and how to approach communication in effective
and compassionate ways. The course includes opportunities for developing the skills and
confidence to handle these difficult situations more comfortably. Students will learn how
to manage anxiety about and avoidance of difficult dialogue, how to explore what makes
these conversations personally problematic for them, and how to structure conversations
that can promote shared understanding. Classes will include discussion of ideas as well as
experiential practice and role-playing of real-life situations. This course will meet
November 10 – December 22.
(1 credit)
 PRO 700 FWSS
Rabbi Beth Kramer-Mazer
This seminar group focuses upon issues that arise in the course of rabbinical and
cantorial work. Students will explore the challenges that they face in their work and in
their developing rabbinate/cantorate through the presentation of a case study.
Participation is required of all students whose work is counting as a required internship
experience. All Fieldwork must be approved prior to the beginning of the trimester by
Rabbi Jeffrey Segelman. Tuition is charged but no academic course credit is given for this
seminar.
(No credit)
Recommended Readings
o The Successful Internship: Personal, Professional, and Civic Development, 3rd Edition. ISBN:
9780495385004.
$106.89 (Used)
o The Rabbi as Symbolic Exemplar. ISBN: 9780789018656. $11.04

o This House We Build: Lessons for Healthy Synagogues and the People Who Dwell There. ISBN:
9781566993333. $27.00
o Getting to Yes. ISBN: 978-0143118756. $13.98
o Generation to Generation: Family Process in Church and Synagogue. ISBN: 9781609182366.
$35.00
o The Art of Jewish Pastoral Counseling: A Guide For All Faiths. ISBN: 9781138690233.
$44.46
 RAB 101 Introduction to Mishnah
Dr. Rachel Rosenthal
This course will introduce students to the study of mishnah as a traditional and academic
discipline. Texts assigned will illustrate the variety of literary styles and subject matter
within the mishnah. The course will also include a brief introduction to relevant scholarly
issues in mishnah study, and mishnah study's place in rabbinic work and theology. Students
in this course must be at the level of Hebrew IA or above.
(2 credits)
 RAB 330 Intermediate Talmud
Rabbi Jeff Hoffman
Students will continue to work on the skills necessary in decoding the talmudic sugya.
These include extensive work on the logic and the literary layers. Students will also
continue to learn increase their knowledge of talmudic terminology, vocabulary and
grammar. The text will be Tractate Megillah. Prerequisite: Two terms of Introduction to
Talmud or the equivalent.
The Havruta session is required of all students.
(2 credits)
Required Texts
o The Steinsaltz Talmud Bavli - Ta'anit & Megilla. ISBN: 9789653014107. $34.95
o A Dictionary of the Targumim, Talmud Bavli, Talmud Yerushalmi and Midrashic Literature.
ISBN: 9781932443202. $44.95
o Aiding Talmud Study. ISBN: 9780873064286. $14.99
o The Practical Talmud Dictionary. ISBN: 9780873065887. $78.98
Recommended Readings
o The Talmud: A Reference Guide. ISBN: 9781592643127. $39.95
o Hamafteach: A-Z Talmud Bavli Indexed Reference Guide. ISBN: 9789653013605. $34.95
o Introduction to the Talmud. ISBN: 9781372001499. $26.95
 RAB 530 Advanced Talmud
Dr. Matt Goldstone
This course will hone students’ abilities to critically read, parse, and understand Talmudic
material that is relevant for understanding contemporary Judaism. This semester will

focus on sugyot related to kashrut, which will provide students with a historical and
literary understanding of the underpinnings of contemporary kashrut
observances. Prerequisites: Three trimesters of Talmud and Hebrew 350 (HEB 2A).
(2 credits)
 SPI 370 Architecture of Ritual
Rabbi Jill Hammer
The Architecture of Ritual is a course that allows Jewish leaders to consciously explore
what ritual is, what ritual does within the life of individuals and communities, what their
role is in creating and performing ritual, and how ritual can be effective in the lives of
modern Jews. The course will cover ritual as a phenomenon (what it is, why it exists,
how it is structured) as well as explore individual ritual topics with an eye toward
determining how ritual works, clarifying ritual structures, and considering the function of
clergy as ritual leaders.
(2 credits)
Required Texts
o Ritual: Perspectives and Dimensions. ISBN: 9780199735105. $32.49
o The Art of Public Prayer. ISBN: 9781893361065. $19.99
o Liberating Rites: Understanding the Transformative Power of Ritual. ISBN:
9781419642104. $19.99

